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1 Introduction
This package provides a means to use some PostScript fonts with *\LaTeX*. The fonts are similar to some fonts used in the context of the startrek films.

The PostScript fonts are not contained in the distribution but have to be a got separately.

This package has been created for an article in "‘Die *\TeX*nische Komödie’" [1]. This article contains some more details on the package and its use.

2 Usage
\TNG
The command \TNG changes the current font family to StarTrekTNGCrilleA and the encoding to T1. Usually this should be used in a *\TeX* group only.

\textTNG
The command \textTNG typesets its argument with the StarTrekTNGCrilleA font.

\STClassic
The command \STClassic changes the current font family to StarTrekClassicA and the encoding to T1. Usually this should be used in a *\TeX* group only.

\textSTClassic
The command \textSTClassic typesets its argument with the StarTrekClassicA font.

\TNGtitle
The command \TNGtitle changes the current font family to StarTrekTNGTi-
\textTNGtitle The command \textTNGtitle typesets its argument with the StarTrekTNGTitleA font.

\TNGmon The command \TNGmon changes the current font family to TNGMonitorsPlain and the encoding to T1. Usually this should be used in a TeX group only.

\textTNGmon The command \textTNGmon typesets its argument with the TNGMonitorsPlain font.
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3 Implementation

\TNG The macro \TNG selects the StarTrekTNGCrilleA family.
\DeclareRobustCommand\TNG{\fontfamily{ftc}\selectfont}

\textTNG The macro \textTNG typesets its arguments in the StarTrekTNGCrilleA font.
\DeclareTextFontCommand\textTNG{\fontfamily{ftc}\selectfont}

\STClassic The macro \STClassic selects the StarTrekClassicA family.
\DeclareRobustCommand\STClassic{\fontfamily{fsc}\selectfont}

\textSTClassic The macro \textSTClassic typesets its arguments in the StarTrekClassicA font.
\DeclareTextFontCommand\textSTClassic{\fontfamily{fsc}\selectfont}

\STMovie The macro \STMovie selects the StarTrekClassicMoviesA family.
\DeclareRobustCommand\STMovie{\fontfamily{fsm}\selectfont}

\textSTMovie The macro \textSTMovie typesets its arguments in the StarTrekClassicMoviesA font.
\DeclareTextFontCommand\textSTMovie{\fontfamily{fsm}\selectfont}

\TNGtitle The macro \TNGtitle selects the StarTrekTNGTitleA family.
\DeclareRobustCommand\TNGtitle{\fontfamily{ftt}\selectfont}

\textTNGtitle The macro \textTNGtitle typesets its arguments in the StarTrekTNGTitleA font.
\DeclareTextFontCommand\textTNGtitle{\fontfamily{ftt}\selectfont}

\TNGmon The macro \TNGmon selects the TNGMonitorsPlain family.
\DeclareRobustCommand\TNGmon{\fontfamily{ftm}\selectfont}

\textTNGmon The macro \textTNGmon typesets its arguments in the TNGMonitorsPlain font.
\DeclareTextFontCommand\textTNGmon{\fontfamily{ftm}\selectfont}
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